
ABSTRACT:  Adaptive constructive processes play a functional role in cognition but can also produce distortions or errors as a 
consequence of doing so. According to the constructive episodic simulation hypothesis, simulation of future and other hypothet-
ical experiences depends importantly on episodic retrieval processes that allow individuals to draw on the past in a manner that 
flexibly extracts and re-combines elements of previous experiences, but these processes may also be responsible for specific kinds 
of memory errors. This talk will consider both cognitive and neural evidence from studies of episodic remembering, memory dis-
tortion, future imagining, and diverfgent creative thinking that reveal the operation of adaptive constructive processes and provide 
clues concerning their nature and function. 
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The McGill Centre for the Convergence of Health and Economics (MCCHE) is a virtual world network of scientist, action and policy leaders promoting 
the weaving of digital-powered interdisciplinary science into person-centered  domain-specific solutions at scale to global challenges faced by traditional and 
modern economy and society worldwide. The MCCHE stimulates lasting collaborations that bridge the many divides in the market, economy, and society that 
are at the root of these most pressing modern challenges through collaborative of modular convergence innovation platforms.  
 

The Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center is a joint computational research center between Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh. 

Established in 1986, PSC is supported by several federal agencies, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and private industry. PSC provides university, govern-
ment, and industrial researchers with access to several of the most powerful systems for high-performance computing, communications, and data-handling 
available to scientists and engineers nationwide for unclassified research. PSC advances the state-of-the-art in high-performance computing, communications 
and informatics and offers a flexible environment for solving the largest and most challenging problems in computational science.  

About the series: The precision convergence series is launched to catalyze unique synergy between, on the one hand, novel partnerships across sciences, sec-
tors and jurisdictions around targeted domains of real-world solutions,  and on the other hand, a next generation convergence of AI with advanced research 
computing and other data and digital architectures such as PSC’s Bridges-2, and supporting data sharing frameworks such as HuBMAP, informing in a real 
time as possible the design, deployment and monitoring of solutions for adaptive real-world behavior and context.   

PRESENTER: Daniel L. Schacter is William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of Psychology at Harvard 
University. Schacter received his PhD from the University of Toronto in 1981. He remained there 
until joining the faculty at the University of Arizona in 1987, and Harvard University in 1991. 
Schacter’s research has explored the relation between explicit and implicit memory, the nature of 
memory distortions, how individuals use memory to imagine future events, and the effects of aging 
on memory, resulting in over 400 publications. Schacter has received numerous awards for his re-
search, including the Distinguished Scientific Contributions Award from the American Psychologi-
cal Association, William James Fellow Award from the Association for Psychological Science, and 
Distinguished Career Contributions Award from the Cognitive Neuroscience Society. He has been 
elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and National Academy of Sciences. 
Schacter has authored several books, including Searching for Memory (1996) and The Seven Sins of 
Memory (2001), both named as New York Times Notable Books of the Year, and both winners of 
the American Psychological Association’s William James Book Award. He recently completed an 
updated, 20th anniversary edition of The Seven Sins of Memory. 

https://mcgill.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYkc-yrrDMiG9V0itTrJQWJXWvNAfAVIsfg
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n769fop1hpdcn26/210510_MCGILL-PSC-CM_PRECISION%20CONVERGENCE_WEBINAR%20SERIES_INV.pdf?dl=0
https://www.psc.edu/resources/bridges-2/
https://hubmapconsortium.org/


Laurette Dubé, PhD is the founding Chair and Scientific Director of the McGill Centre for the Conver-

gence of Health Economics. She holds the James McGill Chair of Consumer and Lifestyle Psychology 

and Marketing. Her work has been published in top disciplinary journals in Psychology, Management 

and Medicine as well as in multidisciplinary journals. She holds an MBA in finance, and a PhD in behav-

ioural decision making and consumer psychology. During her 2020-2021 sabbatical, she is a visiting 

scholar at the National Research Council of Canada and at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, Carne-

gie Mellon, USA. https://thefutureeconomy.ca/interviews/ laurette-dube 

Shawn Brown, PhD is Vice Chancellor for Research Computing at the University of Pittsburgh and the 

Director of Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center at the Carnegie Mellon University/University of Pittsburgh 

and. Prior to his appointment, Dr. Brown served as the Associate Director of Research Software Develop-

ment at the McGill Centre of Integrative Neuroscience at the McGill Neurological Institute. Dr. Brown is 

an expert on high - performance computing and computational simulation. He has over 25 years of experi-

ence in developing software to support the use of high-performance computing for research in areas such 

as chemistry, bioinformatics, and public health. his research interests are ALSO in how agent-based mod-

eling and other computational techniques can be used to provide decision support in public health and 

chronic disease. 

Co-Chairs: 

Panellists: 

Shaun Gallagher is the Lillian and Morrie Moss Professor of Excellence in Philosophy at the University 

of Memphis, and Professorial Fellow at the School of Liberal Arts, University of Wollongong (AU). He 

was a Humboldt Foundation Anneliese Maier Research Fellow (2012-18). He has held Honorary Profes-

sorships at Tromsø University (Norway); Durham (UK) and Copenhagen (DK), and visiting positions at 

Cambridge, Lyon, Paris, Berlin, Oxford and Rome. His publications include Action and Interac-

tion (Oxford 2020); The Phenomenological Mind (Routledge 2020 – 3rd ed); Enactivist Interventions: 

Rethinking the Mind (Oxford 2017); The Neuro-phenomenology of Awe and Wonder (Palgrave Macmil-

lan 2015); Phenomenology (Palgrave Macmillan 2012); How the Body Shapes the Mind (Oxford 2005); 

as editor, the Oxford Handbook of the Self (Oxford 2011); and co-editor The Oxford Handbook of 4E 

Cognition. He is editor-in-chief of the journal Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences.  

Cristine H. Legare is a Professor of Psychology and the director of the Evolution, Variation, and Ontoge-

ny of Learning Laboratory at The University of Texas at Austin. Her research examines how the human 

mind enables us to learn, create, and transmit culture. She conducts comparisons across age, culture, and 

species to address fundamental questions about cognitive and cultural evolution. Cristine's research has 

been widely published in a number of high-impact journals, including Psychological Science, Trends in 

Cognitive Sciences, Child Development, Developmental Psychology, Cognitive Psychology, Cognition, 

and Evolution and Human Behavior, and has been covered by a range of media outlets, including NPR, 

Nature, The Wall Street Journal, and Scientific American. Cristine was recognized with the 2015 APS 

Janet Taylor Spence Award for Transformative Early Career Contributions and the 2016 APA Boyd 

McCandless Award for her research on the evolution and ontogeny of cognition and culture.  

 

Professor Nathan Spreng is studying how brain networks support various cognitive processes such as 

remembering information, and how we use this knowledge to influence our decisions. His lab examines 

large-scale brain network dynamics and their role in cognition. Currently, we investigate attention, 

memory, cognitive control, and social cognition, and the interacting brain networks that support them. 

We are also actively involved in the development and implementation of multivariate and network-based 

statistical approaches to assess brain structure, connectivity and activity. In doing so, we aim to better 

understand the properties of brain networks underlying cognitive processes as they change across the 

lifespan in health and disease.  

https://thefutureeconomy.ca/interviews/%20laurette-dube


Tom Griffiths is the Henry R. Luce Professor of Information Technology, Consciousness and Culture in 

the Departments of Psychology and Computer Science at Princeton University. His research explores 

connections between human and machine learning, using ideas from statistics and artificial intelligence 

to understand how people solve the challenging computational problems they encounter in everyday life. 

Tom completed his PhD in Psychology at Stanford University in 2005, and taught at Brown University 

and the University of California, Berkeley before moving to Princeton. He has received awards for his 

research from organizations ranging from the American Psychological Association to the National Acad-

emy of Sciences, and is a co-author of the book _Algorithms to live by_, introducing ideas from comput-

er science and cognitive science to a general audience 

Christopher Honey is an Assistant Professor of Psychological & Brain Sciences at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity. Dr. Honey's laboratory works at the intersection of cognitive and computational neurosciences, 

focusing on how information sequences are combined in distributed circuits of the human brain. Dr. Hon-

ey and his team develop computational models of human behavior and brain function (fMRI, ECoG), 

seeking to identify the principles of temporal information processing that span from the scale of a single 

word to an entire narrative, explaining how we can meaningfully combine information on the scale of mil-

liseconds, seconds, minutes and hours. Born and raised in southern Africa, Dr. Honey studied mathematics 

and literature at the University of Cape Town. He obtained his PhD in psychology and cognitive science 

from Indiana University under the supervision of Olaf Sporns, and completed postdoctoral training at 

Princeton University working with Uri Hasson. Dr. Honey received the James McKeen Cattell Award in 

2010 for his work in information flow in brain networks and he was a 2016 Sloan Research Fellow for his 

work on temporal integration.  

Nathaniel Daw is the Huo Professor in Computational and Theoretical Neuroscience and Professor in the 

Department of Psychology at Princeton University. His lab studies how people and animals learn from 

trial and error (and from rewards and punishments) to make decisions, combining computational, neural, 

and behavioral perspectives. His lab focuses on understanding how subjects cope with computationally 

demanding decision situations, such as choice under uncertainty or in tasks (such as spatial navigation or 

games like chess) requiring many decisions to be made sequentially. These are problems long studied by 

researchers in machine learning, and they draw on algorithms from this field for detailed, quantitative hy-

potheses about how the brain might approach these problems. Current projects include investigating how 

the brain controls its own decision-making computations -- in effect, making higher-level decisions about 

issues like how long to deliberate or when to simply act -- and how these processes might be implicated in 

issues of self control and in psychiatric disorders involving compulsion. 

Laurent Charlin is an associate professor of artificial intelligence at HEC Montréal and a member of 

Mila–Quebec Artificial Intelligence Institute. He develops machine learning models, including deep learn-

ing models, to analyze large collections of data and to help in decision-making. His main contributions are 

in the field of dialogue and recommender systems as well as continual learning. The Toronto paper match-

ing system (TPMS), a system to recommend and match papers to reviewers that he co-developed, was 

adopted by dozens of major conferences over the last five years (it has recommended papers for over six 

thousand reviewers). He has published 30 papers in international conferences and won a second-best paper 

award at the 2008 Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence (UAI) conference.  


